SONODYNE SRP 800 BY BOGGO MYRTLE
I wanted something more detailed and natural sounding than my Adam A7s (which in fairness have
served me very well), preferably with better bottom end.
After months of research I narrowed my shortlist down to PSI A17Ms, Event Opals, Adam A77x, and
Sonodyne SRP800s.
I wasn’t able to demo all of these.
The PSIs were going to be about 5k (AUD) which was a bit more than I wanted to spend.
Event Opals aren’t being made at the moment.
Adam A77x mount horizontally which doesn’t suit my space ergonomically and I wanted something
different from the Adams.
I then stumbled across this Gearslutz thread https://www.gearslutz.com/board/high...essions-7.html
In it the Sonodynes are compared very favorably to higher end monitors from PSI, Quested and
others.
Post 186 is a good summary. It says “SRP 800 sound almost perfect to me. Decent, big sound with
considerable depth and all the details you need. Nothing hyped, nothing boosted. To me sounding a
substantial league better than for example KH 0300 - for half the price ... not mentioning Adams,
Genelec, Rocks, JBL and few others that came through here recently. Very serious adepts for high
quality nearfields for any decent studio. I did not expect them to be so good”.
So I took a punt and ordered the SRP800s.
I haven’t had a chance to listen to a lot of the other speakers mentioned in the thread. The most
'high-end' speakers I have had a good listen to are Duntech Sovereigns in a great mastering room.
But what I can say is that these Sonodyne SRP800s are exactly what I wanted.
They are very natural and detailed sounding. I cannot hear any added hype or colour. They have
wonderful depth and width. They sound like they are presenting the entire frequency spectrum and
stereo field with clarity and precision. The bottom end sounds juicey and opulent, but, again, not
hyped. They just sound and feel ‘right’ to me. What more could I ask for?

